Introduction {#s0001}
============

The human gut microbiota as an important focus of medical research within the past few years, has been investigated in the context of numerous inflammatory and non-inflammatory disorders of the intestine, but also in other systemic diseases, rendering gut health and the underlying host-microbiota interactions as a key component of well-being. While changes in α- and β diversity, as well as changes in the presence or absence and the abundance of specific microbial taxa have been shown to be associated with numerous diseases, the processes and factors shaping a 'healthy' gut microbiota are still largely understudied. First studies could show connections between host genotypes and changes in the abundance of specific taxa. These studies were either rather underpowered, investigating only roughly one hundred individuals,[@cit0001] or based on candidate genes to reduce multiple testing burden.[@cit0003]

An analysis approach, focusing on host-genetic influences on β diversity using the microbiomeGWAS framework,[@cit0005] which uses linear models to correlate genotype distance data with pairwise β diversity data, correcting for skewness and kurtosis of the results, identified 2 loci on chromosome 9 and chromosome 4 to be associated with variation in weighted UniFrac distance and Bray-Curtis dissimilarity, respectively.[@cit0004]

Recently, we estimated in a host-microbiome genome-wide association study (mGWAS), linking β diversity to host genetic variation, that roughly 10% of the variation in the gut microbiota is explained by the host\'s genetic architecture (model with 42 loci) in a Northern German study population.[@cit0006] This proportion of explained variation has about the same order of magnitude as the proportion explained by non-genetic factors (such as dietary and lifestyle factors) described elsewhere.[@cit0007] Additionally, we could show correlations of serum bile- and fatty acids with the abundance of microbial traits. Especially variants in the gene encoding for the transcription factor Vitamin D Receptor (*VDR*), among whose ligands are also bile acids, were found to play an essential role in shaping of intestinal communities.[@cit0006]

Here, we present the application of an alternative analytical approach for the investigation of β diversity host-genomic associations with shaping the gut microbiota, which does not rely on extensive permutations, thus massively reducing the computational burden, while exhibiting high concordance with comparable permutation-based approaches.

Our findings highlight the role of the host\'s immune functions and signaling in the assembly and homeostasis of gut-associated microbial communities in humans. In addition, our identified loci are located near known inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) genetic susceptibility loci, previously identified through case-control GWAS, implicating the host-microbiome interplay in IBD disease etiology.

Approximate inference of null distribution as an alternative to extensive permutative tests in β diversity GWAS {#s0001-0001}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Permutative distance-based analysis of variance,[@cit0009] as implemented in the *adonis* function of the *vegan* package[@cit0010] for R,[@cit0011] is an widely used approach to investigate differences in β diversity based on categorical variables. However, approaches relying on permutation are slow regarding computation time, and thus, not applicable to large data sets comprising several hundreds of samples and millions of genetic variants. The method of moment matching tries to overcome these problems by approximating an unknown null distribution based on known distributions. In this case a Pearson Type III distribution, and parameters estimated from the data itself,[@cit0012] provide the opportunity to analyze large data sets in a GWAS setting comparably fast using this distance-based F test (DBF test). The Pearson Type III distribution was chosen as its properties as a 3-parameter Gamma distribution makes modeling of a multitude of other distributions possible, using its first 3 moments calculated from the data: mean, variance and skewness. While the DFB test has been shown to be applicable to different types of data sets and distance measures,[@cit0012] it has not been used in large-scale studies investigating factors shaping microbial communities. We applied this method on β diversity data represented as Bray-Curtis dissimilarity on genus level abundance data, in analogy to the input data used in our previous publication.[@cit0006] The genotype information used was the same as described in the previously published article.[@cit0006] The data set consisted of 2 independent cohorts, PopGen and FoCus, from Northern Germany, comprising 830 and 937 individuals, respectively, and 1767 individuals in total. To account for influences of nutrition and anthropometrics, the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity was corrected for the covariates total energy intake, alcohol consumption, and water intake, as well as age, gender, and body mass index, respectively. Furthermore, β diversity data was corrected for variation in the first 3 genetic principal components. This was done fitting a distance-based Redundancy Analysis[@cit0009] (*capscale* function of the *vegan* package[@cit0010] for R^11^) using the aforementioned covariates as constraints. The residual variation of this model was subsequently used as distance matrix in the DBF-test. The DBF-test was performed in R^11^ using the *snpStats* package[@cit0014] to import genotype data in *plink* format[@cit0015] and applying the *DBF.test* function imported from the R source code file accompanying the original article describing the DBF test ([https://wwwf.imperial.ac.uk/∼gmontana/software/dbf/dbf_test.R](https://wwwf.imperial.ac.uk/~gmontana/software/dbf/dbf_test.R)).[@cit0012] To ensure the detection of robust signals and to account for the different sample sizes, a meta-analysis was performed only using genotype-information overlapping in both cohorts and using a weighted Z-score based test.[@cit0016] Association results were classified as "significant," if the meta-analysis P-value passed the genome-wide significance threshold of P \< 5 × 10^−8^ in the meta-analysis, and both cohorts displayed a significant P-value (P \< 0.05).

Genes involved in host-immunity are associated with shifts in β diversity {#s0001-0002}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the afore-mentioned significance criteria, 4 loci were found as significantly associated with variation in β diversity in the meta-analysis. The locus with the strongest signal is located on chromosome 5 (rs67909753; chr5:173306058; P~meta~ = 3.61 × 10^−9^; [Fig. 1A](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} in strong LD with the *CPEB4* gene (Cytoplasmic Polyadenylation Element Binding Protein 4). CPEB4 is an effector by which RORγt, a key determinant in the cell differentiation of Th17 cells, inhibits proliferation of thymocytes.[@cit0017] One variant at this locus (rs7705502; R^2^~LeadSNP~ = 0.928) has previously been reported to be associated with Crohn\'s disease[@cit0018] and obesity-related traits.[@cit0020] The second signal is located on chromosome 20 (rs113738363; chr20:48449631; P~meta~ = 1.54 × 10^−8^; [Fig. 1B](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). A variant at this locus in strong linkage disequilibrium with the lead SNP (rs4809760; R^2^ = 0.765) has been identified in our previous mGWAS[@cit0006] and is located in an intronic area of the *SLC9A8* gene, encoding for NHE8 (cation proton antiporter 8). This protein is expressed in goblet cells in the intestine[@cit0021] and is known to be essential for mucosal integrity, with loss of expression leading to increased bacterial adhesion and inflammation in mice following dextran sodium sulfate (DSS) treatment.[@cit0022] Additionally, this locus was previously found to be associated with psoriasis,[@cit0023] a chronic disorder of the skin with proposed links to the intestinal microbiota.[@cit0026] Figure 1.Regional association plots of the β diversity meta-analysis. (A) *TNFSF4/OX40L*, Chromosome 1: 173Mb-173.4Mb, P~meta~ = 2.1 × 10^−8^; (B) *SP140* and *SP140L*, Chromosome 2: 231Mb-231.4Mb, P~meta~ = 1.19 × 10^−8^; (C) *CBEP4*, Chromosome 5: 173.1Mb-173.5Mb, P~meta~ = 3.61 × 10^−9^; (D) *SLC9A8/NHE8*, Chromosome 20: 48.2Mb-48.7Mb, P~meta~ = 1.54 × 10^−8^.

Our third hit is located on chromosome 2 (rs11678791; chr2:231223975; P~meta~ = 1.19 × 10^−8^; [Fig. 1C](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}) harboring the SP140 Nuclear Body Protein and the SP140L genes. This locus was previously associated with Crohn\'s disease[@cit0019] and SP140L is a key regulator of the macrophage transcriptional program, whose depletion leads to a severely impaired microbe-induced activation.[@cit0027] The fourth and last association finding is located on chromosome 1 (rs11811788; chr1:173150727; P~meta~ = 2.1 × 10^−8^; [Fig. 1D](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). This locus harbors the *TNFSF4* (*OX40L; CD252*) gene that is located 2.1 kbp downstream of rs11811788. The OX40-OX40L signaling pathway has been shown to regulate cytokines in T-cells, antigen-presenting cells (APCs), NK cells and NKT cells, thus plays a central role in inflammation.[@cit0028]

Permutation-based analysis {#s0001-0003}
--------------------------

To confirm the validity of the signals, permutation based testing was performed for the 4 variants identified as genome-wide significant in the analysis based on approximate inference. Using the *adonis* function from the *vegan*[@cit0010] package for R^11^ and 10^6^ random permutations of the genotypes, the ΔF distribution was determined empirically. Comparing P-Values from DBF test and permutation based test, we see a large congruency of the results ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). We could not find any systematic deviations exhibited by the permutation-free method, as all P-values are in the same order of magnitude as those obtained from a classical and widely used permutational approach ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). This is also made evident by the good concordance of the empirical distribution with the approximated probability density function obtained from the DBF test for each of the respective variants under investigation ([Fig. 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). While 10^6^ permutations only allow to calculate P-values larger than 10^−6^, all variants with P-values below this threshold in the DBF test showed no permutations with stronger signals than the actual genotype. Table 1.Comparison of DBF test based \[P(DBF)\] and permutation based analysis \[P(Perm)\] of the 4 variants showing significant associations to changes in β diversity in 2 independent Northern-German cohorts. In the case that none of the permutations resulted in a larger ΔF than the actual genotype, P(Perm) is set to \<10^−6^. Positions are given as chromosome and position (chr:pos) and are based on the hg19 version of the human genome annotation.  FocusPopgenMetarsIDchr:posΔFP(DBF)P(Perm)ΔFP(DBF)P(Perm)P(meta)rs11811788chr1:1731507270.00715691.08 × 10^−8^\< 10^−6^0.00345760.0356640.0337792.10 × 10^−8^rs11678791chr2:2312239750.00529871.50 × 10^−5^2.5 × 10^−5^0.00502880.000199940.0002341.19 × 10^−8^rs67909753chr5:1733060580.00735414.10 × 10^−9^\< 10^−6^0.00368170.018139360.0176081.45 × 10^−8^rs113738363chr20:484496310.00739845.82 × 10^−9^\< 10^−6^0.00350110.039227660.0372791.54 × 10^−8^ Figure 2.Comparison of the empirical distribution of ΔF from 10^6^ permutations of each of the 4 variants in both cohorts with probability density function approximated by using moment matching to Pearson Type III distribution. Red lines indicate the ΔF of the actual genotype distribution in the cohorts.

Replication of 42 loci identified in mGWAS {#s0001-0004}
------------------------------------------

The boundaries of the loci provided in [Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"} in Wang *et al.*[@cit0006] were evaluated for their replicability using the DBF test. The major difference between both approaches is that the DBF test is based directly on the β diversity matrix, while the previously published approach is based on the ordination of this distance matrix. For 41 of the 42 loci we obtained a nominally significant P-value (P \< 0.05) at the exact respective position of the lead SNPs. As mentioned earlier, the *SLC9A8* locus on chromosome 20 shows a genome-wide significant association in both analysis strategies (see [Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}). Three more of the lead SNPs showing significant associations in the original article have P-values \<10^−5^, and another 5 loci reached this threshold when considering SNPs in the neighborhood -- using physical boundaries obtained from the DEPICT analysis -- of the lead SNP of the original analysis (see [Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}). Among these loci is one that spans the *BANK1* (B-Cell Scaffold Protein With Ankyrin Repeats 1; chr4:102901822) gene, which was previously reported to be associated with IBD[@cit0019] and which is in line with the reported loci reaching genome-wide significance. One locus on chromosome 8 (rs138022915; chr8:19885934) covers the *LPL* (Lipoprotein Lipase) gene. Gene expression of *LPL* was shown to be influenced by the microbiota through altered expression of fasting-induced adipose factor (*Fiaf*) in mice. The only lead SNP not exhibiting a significant P-value \< 0.05 is the variant rs225153 (chr11:8853177), however, within the only 0.94 kb spanning locus another variant reaches at least nominal statistical significance (chr11:8852400; P~meta~ = 2.38 × 10^−2^). Table 2.Replication of the 42 genome-wide significant loci previously found to be associated with β diversity. We modified [Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"} from Wang *et al.*[@cit0006] as follows: *Lead SNP* corresponds to position and P-value from the Meta-Analysis of the DBF-test applied to the Popgen and FoCus cohorts. *Best in Locus*: Position and lowest P-value of the DBF test meta-analysis in the locus defined by the columns 'Locus Start' and 'Locus End'. *Positions* are based on the hg19 version of the human genome annotation. P-values in bold font indicate a value below of P \< 0.05. Additional italic fonts indicate P-values \< 10^−5^.        Effect sizeLead SNP Best in Locus SNP_IDChrA1A2Locus StartLocus EndNearest GeneGenes in LocusWang *et al.*PositionP(Meta DBF)PositionP(Meta DBF)rs8044271AC3353896433623510*AK2ADC; TRIM62; AK2*0.79%chr1:33538964**4.96 × 10^−3^**chr1:33595212**2.09 × 10^−3^**rs12886161GA5388557753965248*DMRTB1DMRTB1*0.76%chr1:53952777**1.58 × 10^−4^**chr1:53946485**9.29 × 10^−5^**rs11027371GA172700868172779833*FASLG* 0.66%chr1:172777616**2.24 × 10^−3^**chr1:172747021**1.97 × 10^−3^**rs728536612TC2532308325453968*POMCPOMC; EFR3B*0.79%chr2:25439262**6.57 × 10^−5^**chr2:25439758***1.42 × 10^−6^***rs75673492AG6138432461853037*XPO1AHSA2; USP34;XPO1; KIAA1841*0.76%chr2:61839853***1.49 × 10^−6^***chr2:61486628***2.22 × 10^−7^***rs20109172TC135172338135197891*MGAT5MGAT5*0.74%chr2:135194856**5.04 × 10^−5^**chr2:135183686***6.13 × 10^−6^***rs714153322GA102309520102616128*---IL1R2; MAP4K4*0.68%chr2:102499952**2.56 × 10^−5^**chr2:102529630***2.85 × 10^−6^***rs46703022TG3380872534068392*FAM98AFAM98A*0.92%chr2:34068392**6.53 × 10^−3^**chr2:34033733**7.43 × 10^−4^**rs67117712CG3433942034491584*------*0.71%chr2:34339420**1.77 × 10^−2^**chr2:34421584**8.92 × 10^−4^**rs130995873GA146250561146275555*PLSCR1PLSCR1*0.70%chr3:146268616**3.60 × 10^−3^**chr3:146275555**1.09 × 10^−3^**rs96473793GC171759410171833266*FNDC3BFNDC3B*0.75%chr3:171785168**8.98 × 10^−5^**chr3:171785168**8.98 × 10^−5^**rs1430500363CT4989831850208819*SEMA3FRBM5; MST1R; CAMKV; MON1A; RBM6; SEMA3F*0.75%chr3:50071965**1.15 × 10^−2^**chr3:49987475**1.33 × 10^−5^**rs605009754AT102769693102929034*---BANK1*0.82%chr4:102901822***2.03 × 10^−6^***chr4:102885147***1.67 × 10^−6^***rs623677735AG7417139874220999*FAM169A* 0.67%chr5:74179975**1.55 × 10^−4^**chr5:74193565**6.08 × 10^−5^**rs12926726CT8721795887509434*HTR1E* 0.70%chr6:87432577**9.91 × 10^−5^**chr6:87242812**4.85 × 10^−5^**rs351488107CT151515842151530983*---PRKAG2*0.83%chr7:151520485**8.69 × 10^−4^**chr7:151520550**3.77 × 10^−4^**rs127052417AC104219681104381102*---LHFPL3*0.76%chr7:104258313**2.01 × 10^−3^**chr7:104258313**2.01 × 10^−3^**rs132606008CT37058073713004*CSMD1CSMD1*0.77%chr8:3705807**8.45 × 10^−4^**chr8:3705807**8.45 × 10^−4^**rs1380229158TC1981525619939049*LPLLPL*0.73%chr8:19885934**2.19 × 10^−4^**chr8:19876234***4.45 × 10^−6^***rs119869358TA1057675310732050*SOX7SOX7; PINX1*0.97%chr8:10691549**1.05 × 10^−5^**chr8:10695125***6.63 × 10^−6^***rs78187508GA135273640135299611*ZFAT* 0.74%chr8:135274269**1.83 × 10^−3^**chr8:135273640**4.42 × 10^−4^**rs13259199CT3762695637650386*FRMPD1* 0.67%chr9:37642802**4.34 × 10^−3^**chr9:37638047**1.93 × 10^−3^**rs708213410AG8786500987884110*GRID1GRID1*0.84%chr10:87865009**4.05 × 10^−4^**chr10:87884110**3.71 × 10^−4^**rs225153611GC88522398853177*---ST5*0.76%chr11:88531771.57 × 10^−1^chr11:8852400**2.38 × 10^−2^**rs447295011CT120798714120853675*---GRIK4*0.69%chr11:120807892**4.56 × 10^−4^**chr11:120798714**3.16 × 10^−4^**rs797435312TC4825628048270596*---VDR*0.75%chr12:48269798**4.69 × 10^−3^**chr12:48263162**1.22 × 10^−3^**rs476039912TC9301175993081307*C12orf74* 0.67%chr12:93047282**1.80 × 10^−2^**chr12:93021626**2.30 × 10^−3^**rs657356414TA6511967665157187*PLEKHG3* 0.73%chr14:65142395**1.72 × 10^−5^**chr14:65141759**1.72 × 10^−5^**rs1291063115GT2660328826622999*---* 0.79%chr15:26606605**1.42 × 10^−4^**chr15:26606605**1.42 × 10^−4^**rs804049315TG101414167101418682*---* 0.65%chr15:101414659**6.27 × 10^−4^**chr15:101418335**5.03 × 10^−5^**rs29337715GC8962349089635268*ABHD2ABHD2*0.70%chr15:89634414**3.83 × 10^−3^**chr15:89623490**1.89 × 10^−3^**rs805536516TC8456672984581275*KIAA1609KIAA1609*0.70%chr16:84580531**8.98 × 10^−5^**chr16:84580531**8.98 × 10^−5^**rs5998649916GA30659243097940*CLDN6MMP25; TNFRSF12A; CLDN6; CCDC64B; HCFC1R1; THOC6*0.68%chr16:3069752**8.73 × 10^−3^**chr16:3082157**6.93 × 10^−3^**rs1293187816AG1103174111207817*CLEC16ADEXI; CLEC16A*0.65%chr16:11042194**2.02 × 10^−3^**chr16:11082874**9.66 × 10^−5^**rs6208574617TC6616630066213540*AMZ2* 0.69%chr17:66196145**2.04 × 10^−3^**chr17:66196145**2.04 × 10^−3^**rs1696905117CT3224881332258877*ACCN1ACCN1*0.65%chr17:32258877**5.12 × 10^−4^**chr17:32258877**5.12 × 10^−4^**rs1260169217AG782416794333*---NXN*0.68%chr17:782416**1.57 × 10^−2^**chr17:782416**1.57 × 10^−2^**rs226792219CG1821735018289634*IFI30MAST3; IFI30;PIK3R2*0.77%chr19:18278766***3.32 × 10^−7^***chr19:18278766***3.32 × 10^−7^***rs27364719CG5173976751766748*C19orf75CD33; C19orf75*0.84%chr19:51751858**1.38 × 10^−3^**chr19:51766748**1.97 × 10^−5^**rs480976020AG4842886348591125*SLC9A8RNF114; SLC9A8; SPATA2*0.85%chr20:48454671***9.28 × 10^−9^***chr20:48490801***4.15 × 10^−9^***rs283569221AG3865757238704886*DSCR3* 0.68%chr21:38670335**2.11 × 10^−4^**chr21:38657572**1.13 × 10^−4^**rs991754122CA3152033831531133*PLA2G3PLA2G3; INPP5J*0.71%chr22:31529043**1.30 × 10^−2^**chr22:31529043**1.30 × 10^−2^**

Discussion {#s0001-0005}
----------

The effect of host-genetic variation on the complex phenotype of β diversity of the intestinal microbiota is still largely unknown. We could show, that our adapted method is applicable to microbiome data and yields results in line with classical permutation approaches, without the need of doing millions of permutations per variant, as at least 2 × 10^7^ permutations would be needed to approach the threshold of genome-wide significance. For a typical data set of several millions of imputed genetic variants, this number would easily exceed 10^14^ necessary permutations.

By applying this new method, the DBF test, to β diversity data of 2 independent Northern German cohorts, consisting of a total of almost 1,800 individuals, we could show that variants in genes primarily involved in immune related functions and inflammatory processes showed an association with changes in the gut microbial community. While all for loci are sensible targets with respect to the interactions between host and associated microbes, especially the *SLC9A8/NHE8* gene locus is an intriguing candidate for future studies. This is due to its high expression in goblet cells,[@cit0017] its crucial role for mucosal integrity[@cit0022] and its potential role in selective bacterial adherence.[@cit0029]

The association signal in the *TNFSF4* locus and its role in regulation of cytokines is in line with recent findings underlining the links of the gut microbiota to cytokine production.[@cit0030]

Furthermore, 3 of the 4 loci found in our re-analysis are also known to be overlapping with loci associated to different kinds of chronic inflammatory disorders, namely Crohn\'s disease and psoriasis. Especially for Crohn\'s disease it was proposed, that host-microbe interactions were, and probably are, a driving factor in the manifestation of the disorder.[@cit0018] Moreover, it was shown, that loci associated with Crohn\'s disease and psoriasis are overlapping to a certain extent[@cit0031] and comorbidities of the 2 diseases are widely reported.[@cit0032]

Our findings emphasize the role of gut microbes as potential triggers of these diseases, and possibly additional chronic disorders.

The observed differences in significance of the results highlight the difficulties and challenges accompanying mbQTL (microbiome quantitative trait) association analyses of, for example, microbial diversity in connection to host-genetics. The ordination-based analysis described in Wang *et al.*[@cit0006] reduces the dimensions of the high-dimensional data to principal coordinates, which has the benefit of removing stochastic noises and pathways with relatively smaller contributions, and reveals the most important pathways affecting the major variable patterns of microbial β diversity, in this case, vitamin-related pathways and bile-acid related genes centered by VDR. However, variation not necessarily displayed by the 2 major axes of the ordination might not be detected by this method. Thus, the DBF test serves as an addition to the previously published results on the connection between β diversity and host-genetics, strengthening especially the importance of those loci exhibiting strong to intermediate results in both analyses.

However, while these results are intriguing, they should mainly serve as a starting point and perspective for subsequent analyses in larger and hence better powered cohorts, investigating the genetic effects of host-microbiota interactions, leading to additional and potentially more robust signals for the complex trait of β diversity, overcoming the challenges of small effect sizes, sensitivity to technical differences and confounding environmental factors. In a recent review, Zhernakova and colleagues further discuss the phenomenon that there is little overlap in the findings between all the mbQTL studies with more than 1000 samples analyzed published so far, likely because there were many significant differences between the data sets and methods that were used.[@cit0033] In summary, classical GWAS methodology cannot be used for mbQTL studies, given the complexity of the trait under study, and the development of best-practice workflows and stringent thresholds are in its infancy. As shown in this study, the DBF test deserves a careful consideration for future studies.
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